Never underestimate the power of one prayer! One prayer can change anything. One prayer can change everything. James 4:2 says, “You do not have because you do not ask.”

In the movie “War Room” a little girl is motivated to pray like her mother who has transformed her closet into a prayer room where she posts her prayers to God.

Create a prayer space in your home for the family. It can be a small closet, corner or space. Make a prayer wall where everyone can regularly post their prayers. You can add songbooks, prayer books, music, poems or pictures for inspiration. Keep in mind that everyone is different and has a different way of encountering God.

Prayers can be displayed on the prayer wall so that the whole family can witness the diverse and varied responses that God gives to each of the members. On this same wall you can add the name of each family member where each can write a prayer of blessing for every family member. You can pray alone, in pairs or all together.

Prayer Room Music
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MUoAvDWal9Y
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WQCpXt0XRoc

Have a blessed time!
Sample post for your war room

**THE 5 FINGERS OF PRAYER**

- Those closest to you
- Those in authority
- Our leaders
- Those who are weak
- Me

*May I have the courage to believe that everything I do matters.*

*May I find freedom in limitation—to fully give myself to what I can do rather than worry about what I cannot.*

Source: "Prayer - Forty Days of Practice'